
From:
To: SADEP
Cc:
Subject: EN010109 - SEP & DEP - DCO Validation
Date: 19 July 2023 14:14:48
Attachments: Validation failure email(49274568.1).pdf

Dear Louise,
 
Further to the submissions made on Monday in relation to the validation of the DCO, see ‘The
Applicant's Further Responses to the Examining Authority's Fourth Written Questions’ Appendix 1
(ID26-29), the Applicant has received confirmation from the Statutory Instrument Office that the
validation process failed due to technical errors with the Statutory Instrument Office’s checking
process. Please see the attached email from the Statutory Instrument Office.
 
It has therefore not been possible for the Statutory Instrument Office to provide a validation
report on this occasion but the Applicant has addressed all validation errors last identified.
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact  as I am on leave for
the rest of the week.
 
Many thanks,
Emma
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
The information contained in this message may be CONFIDENTIAL and is
intended for the addressee only. Any unauthorized use, dissemination of the
information or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not the
addressee, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete
this message.
Thank you
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Sent:


To:


Subject:


no-reply@publishing.legislation.gov.uk


18 July 2023 10:42


Internet - VALIDATION ISSUE: SI Validation Issue for 


31TheSheringhamShoalandDudgeonExtensionsProjectdDCOForValidation492560 
331.doc


Caution: External Email 


Dear 


Thank you for submitting your document 
'31TheSheringhamShoalandDudgeonExtensionsProjectdDCOForValidation492560331.doc' for validation. 


Unfortunately we are currently experiencing technical difficulties, please bear with us while we attempt to 
resolve the problem. 


What to do next? 


If you have not heard from the SI Support Team within two working hours, please forward this email to 
sisupport@williamslea.com. 


This is a system-generated email sent on behalf of the SI Support Team. 


Support reference: https://publishing.legislation.gov.uk/validation/2023-07-18/32 
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